May 2, 2017

Addendum to May 3, 2017 SAS Curriculum Committee Report:

Please note the following changes to the report published at:
http://sasoue.rutgers.edu/33-policies-resources/faculty-resources/sas-affiliates-faculty-meetings/146-may-03-2017

Seeking preliminary SAS faculty approval to adopt this change if approved by the Chancellor’s Committee on Academic Program Coordination.

Change 01:070:219 Anthropology of Music 3
Concepts, principles, and theoretical models used by anthropologists to study myths, beliefs, and traditions expressed in musical systems of selected cultures; analysis of music making as behavior grounded in both cultural aesthetics and societal customs and practices.

Changing course description and revising and clarifying the course as distinct from 07:700:292

Substitute 01:377:475 (discovered 01:377:456 is not available).

Add 01:377:456 Nutrition and Fitness

Adjust title to “The City: Introduction to Urban Geography”

Add 01:450:241 The City: Introduction to an Urban World